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ABSTRACT

During commissioning tests of the French 1300 MWe units, which are 
equipped with different diesel generator from the 900 MWe units, some devices 
and components failures were experienced.

These components include :

- Alarm sensors on fuel, lubricating, cooling circuits.
- Injection pumps and speed governors.
- Fuel delivery.
- Vibrations of fuel and lubrication lines.

This paper will try to show how and when the above elements can 
affect the reliability of Diesel-generator units and how commissioning tests 
should show the defects.

RESUME

Pendant les essais de mise en service des réacteurs 1300 MWe fran
çais qui sont équipés de diesels alternateurs différents de ceux dont sont 
pourvus les PWR 900 MWe, quelques défaillances d'équipements et d'organes 
surgirent.

Ces matériels comprennent :

- capteurs d’alarmes sur combustible, lubrification et refroidissement,
- pompes d'injection et régulateurs de vitesse
- alimentation en combustible
- vibrations de tuyauteries de combustible et de lubrification.

Cet exposé essaiera de montrer comment et quand les éléments cités 
ci-dessus peuvent affecter la fiabilité des diesels-alternateurs et comment 
les essais de mise en service ont mis ces défauts en évidence.
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I POSITION AND ROLE OF DIESELS UNITS (see fig n° 1)

The generator is connected to the network by two SF6 type brea
kers : the generator breaker and the line breaker. Between these breakers, a 
connection line goes to the stepdown transformer ; this 405 kV/6.8 kV three- 
phase transformer has three 32 MVA secondary windings and supplies power to 
the unit equipment. A second power source is provided by a 405 kV/6.8 kV 
three-phase transformer with two 32 MVA secondary windings.

The onsite power supply is ensured by two independent 7560 kW 
diesel generator sets ; each of them is connected to one safety line and is 
located in a separate protected building. The auxiliary equipments for 
startup and fuel supply are redundant and the generator reaches the nominal 
speed and voltage within 10 seconds after the startup signal. Each diesel 
generator is capable of :

- allowing the safe shutdown of the unit without damage to the equipment 
and ensuring reactor cooling,

- supplying power, without any time limit, to all the equipment necessary 
for emergency core cooling and minimizing offsite releases in case of 
reactor accident (for example a LOCA).

As the generator cannot be immediately loaded with all users, these 
are first disconnected and then reconnected, when the generator has reached 
the rated conditions, according to a reloading sequence which depends on the 
plant conditions when the loss of offsite power occurs (mainly with or *
without a reactor accident).

In case of total black-out (loss of the two 400 kV sources and ^
failure of both diesel units), after 15 seconds, a steam turbine driven gene
rator system (LLS) provides electrical power in order to maintain water 
injection to the reactor coolant pumps seals and to feed essential controls 
necessary to operate the reactor according to emergency procedures. Two steam 
driven pumps are used to feed steam generators in order to cool the core.
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II. DIESEL ENGINE - ALTERNATOR DESCRIPTION

II.a).
- Engine
The on site generators are powered by a diesel engine of Vee 16 type. 
General arrangment and data can be seen on figures n° 2 & 3.

i  - Starting
Air compressed at AO bars in two vessels can operate a series of 5 star
tings .

»

- Speed governor
Its loops include :

a) speed measurement by magnetic sensor giving pulses of voltage.

b) Electrical sensors taking speed signals and giving electromagnetic 
control on the hydraulic action of the speed governor.

c) A mechanical device taking centrifugal action from rotation speed 
in order to control the hydraulic actuator pushing or pulling the 
injection gear. This mechanical device includes an overspeed safety

d) A booster giving full hydraulic pressure at injection control when 
engine is launched.

- Diesel fuel supply
Storage tanks, when full up, allow 7 days of operation at full power 
(7200 kWe). The minimum fuel level to be kept in storage ensures at 
least 24 hours of operation at full power. From storage tanks, the fuel 
is pumped into a "day tank" the content of which is always kept above 
30 minutes of autonomy. When engine is started this day tank is auto
matically filled up.
From the day tank, injections pumps are fed by an electropump and a 
driven pump, each of these 2 pumps being able to supply the full flow.
On the feeding line a self cleaning filter prevents suspended particles 
to reach the injection pumps.

II.b) Cooling circuits

There are 3 water cooling circuits :

r  a) A main circuit with a driven pump (240 m3/h - 4.3 bars), cooling cylin
ders and cylinders heads when engine is running. When the engine is 
stopped, an electropump (12 m3/h) drives water through an electric 

» heater, in order to keep cylinders and pre-lubricating oil at good
temperature (45°C).

b) A low temperature water circuit with a driven pump cooling both lubri
cating oil and air from turbo-chargers.

c) An injector cooling water circuit with two electropumps.
Heat from these 3 cooling water circuits is evacuated to outer atmos
phere through dry air exchangers.
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I. c) Lubricating circuits

There are 3 lubricating circuits :

a) Engine lubrication circuit, with a driven pump (145 m3/h - 7 bars) and a 
30 pm filter.

b) Camshaft and rockers arms lubrication with 2 electropumps (1 pump run
ning) (900 1/h).

c) Pre-lubricating circuit with an electropump (20 m3/h).

The oil reserve tank contains at least enough oil for 84 hours at 
full power consumption.

II. b) Expected performances
As said in previous page, the unit must be able to deliver correct 

tension (6,6 kV) and frequency (50 Hz) within 10 seconds after first signal.

Then it has to supply power, without any time limit, to all the 
equipments necessary for safe shut-down or, eventually, for emergency core 
cooling and limitation of internal pressure in reactor building.

During loading sequence : frequency must be kept è 47.5 Hz and 
alternator voltage must remain è 4950 V.

Frequency must be reset è 49 Hz and voltage ^ 5940 volt within 40 % 
of time interval between 2 successive steps of the loading sequence.

III. COMMISSIONING TESTS PROGRAM

In order to check real capabilities of emergency power units, a 
whole tests-program is carried out during reactors commissioning period (cf. 
commissioning tests diagram).

III.a) Commissioning tests procedures
Each commissionning test is completed according to a test-form 

which contains detailed operating instructions, performances required, safety 
criteria, etc...

Odd performances or defects occuring during commissioning tests 
must be mentionned in the "test results forms" or in "events information 
forms".

In addition to commissioning tests shown in the diagram, a 8 days 
run is also performed at different load rates.
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III.b) Failures in relation to tests

The first tests performed following procedures TP 012, 014, 015, 
revealed that a certain type of pressure sensors was unable to fit the duty 
conditions.

These tests have shown that the low pressure sensors, used to watch 
over diesel oil tanks level or low pressure in cooling circuits, were subject 
to leakages or even failures.

The engine starting tests (TP 101, 104, 107) have shown defects in 
regulation of speed.

Bad performances were registered in fast loading tests (starting 
engine with a 1300 kW low pressure injection pump connected to the emergency 
bus, for example).

As injection pump seizures happened too often during these tests, 
it was obvious that some generic defect was to be sorted out.

During starting tests and particularly during the 8 days running 
test, some pipes cracked up or wore out severly at supports contacts.

IV. SENSORS DEFECTS
In order to keep engines in good operating conditions as well as in 

order to prevent their breakdown because of any auxiliary circuit defect, 
many sensors are used to watch over pressures, temperatures, levels, etc...

A certain type of sensor had been chosen because it is very ac
curate for low pressure detection. It uses diaphragm moving adjustable swit
ches. So it can operate for very small variations of low pressure. This is 
very useful to detect abnormalities or trespassing of thresholds in such 
matter as tanks levels, pressure in cooling circuit, etc....

Unfortunately it appeared to be fragile when exposed to vibrations, 
peaks and pulsations of pressure. On many occasions diaphragms were torn with 
leakage of fuel or cooling water. A new model of pressure sensor was sup
plied, perhaps less accurate but far more resistant. As far as emergency 
systems for nuclear reactor are concerned, one has to prefer toughness to 
accuracy when opposed one to another.

It is indeed essential that any part of the auxiliary devices of 
the emergency units must be able to resist hard duty and environmental 
aggressions (e.g. variations of temperatures).

V. SPEED REGULATION TROUBLES

Large variatious of alternator power must not affect the operating 
speed of the engine. For response and stability are the most important qua
lities to be fulfilled by the regulation device.

As usually fuel quantity is adjusted by means of a rack-and-pinion 
system controlling the injection pump's plungers angular position.
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So the position of helicoidal cavity around the piston of each 
pump, in regard of fuel intake orifices on pump's cylinder is controlled by 
the speed governor (see fig n° 4).

Movement from speed governor to injection pumps is transmitted by 
means of linkage (see fig. n° 5).

r 16 injection pumps are connected to the control linkage (8 pumps to
each side of the Vee engine). This involves numerous causes of mechanical 
resistances to governor's action.

Alterations of governor response are introduced by levers, rods, 
gears, connections, etc...

Before coupling the governor arm to the regulation linkage it is 
necessary to measure the force needed to move this device. Of course this 
force must be quite inferior to the maximum governor output, as inertia, 
vibrations, elasticity will increase the mechanical impedance of the regu
lation system.

So, it is easy to see how important are the design, construction 
and adjustments of the whole regulation linkage.

A suitable governor speed must give a strong and quick response to 
any variation of engine speed. In case of reactor accident the load on each 
diesel unit will be connected as follows.

t = 0 starting order
t S 10 sec : Alternator voltage è 6600 & frequency = 50 Hz

oc sec : 380 V auxiliaries to the diesel-alternator (LHP-DVD) : 238 kW

+ 05 sec Intermediate pressure emergency injection pump (RIS) : 1400 kW

10 sec : Low pressure emergency injection pump RIS - ISBP : 560 kW

20 sec Containment spray pump EAS : 630 kW

25 sec : Chemical and volume control system pump 500 kW

30 sec Auxiliary feedwater to steam generators (ASG pump) : 630 kW

35 sec Intermediate cooling circuit (1 pump RRI) : 630 kW

40 sec Essential service cooling water circuit (SEC pump) : 500 kW

45 sec Compressed air : 1 compressor (SAP) + spent fuel : 
cooling pump (PTR) + auxiliaries :

~ 1000 kW

50 sec Chilled water circuit compressor & pump (DEL) : 50 kW

55 sec • Control room air conditioning and sea water filter : 225 kW

TOTAL : ~ 6363 kW
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If a reactor accident occurs while the diesel is on "normal" 
loading sequence, the 1400 kW step is postponed to the 8 position of the 
loading sequence.

Figures n° 6 & 7 show the most typical reactions of speed control 
system in both cases.

During emergency tests, different bad reactions from speed control 
system were observed. As one can see in fig N°8 the reaction was often late. 
During the first milliseconds following large step of load increase, the 
supplement of energy is taken from the engine-alternator momentum.

The slope of the tangent to the speed decreasing curve at its 
origin may be considered as a linear function of the ratio of energy demand 
(M.ui) on rotating mass momentum (I. u> /2). It was found on records that the 
reaction of the governor was strong enough to reset 49 Hz frequency within 2 
seconds but began too late.

Any attempt to increase the quickness of the governer response 
leads to instability of speed control and particularly to an overshoot of 
speed on startup. Overshoot had the inconvenience of delaying over 10 seconds 
the "correct frequency" signal necessary with "correct voltage" to start 
loading sequences. Improvements are to be searched in the direction of smooth 
control linkages but as well as in the direction of more powerful and more 
sophisticated governors.

While awaiting for new governor model, a compromise must be ob
tained. It appears possible to reach the reset of frequency and voltage 
minimum values (49 Hz, 5940 volts) within 2 seconds. This is the essential 
condition to engage the successive steps of loading sequences.

VI. INJECTION PUMPS SEIZURES
Unfortunately smooth linkages are not sufficient to obtain a safe 

response of speed control system. We had opportunities to notice that even 
only one seizing injection pump out of the 16 of the engine, can introduce 
troubles.

If one injection pump seizes while the engine runs at low power, 
the resistance of this one pump to its plunger rotation makes useless any 
effort from the governor, aimed to an increase of power. A compressible 
spring on the other side of rack allows a general movement toward reduction 
of power or stop, (see fig. n° 4)

If one of the 16 injection pumps seizes, the speed control will be 
unable to compensate the loss of this 1/16 of power even at constant power 
rate demand. Such troubles occurred several times during commissioning tests, 
particularly when engines performed their 8 days runs.

Pumps seizures repetitions were at first attributed to fuel pollu
tion but after fuel analysis and pumps overhauls it appeared that something 
was to be done concerning pumps quality.
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Since only one unsound injection pump jeopardises the whole diesel 
generator reliability, the only way to reduce this menace consists into a 
drastic improvement of fabrication and controls quality. Controls at every 
stages of fabrication must be severe and adequate. We have obtained a review 
of these controls quality in workshop. We do recommend also to operate at 
least 20 hours operation test for each pump supplied to nuclear power plant 
diesels, either new ones or pumps brought back from repair.

A test bench must be available in order to perform the minimum 
running test which can eliminate the unsound pumps. (Seizures due to surfaces 
defects or bad clearances appear generally within the first hours of ope
ration).

Commissioning tests operators must also pay particular attention to 
any sign of abnormality such as low temperature at one or two cylinder 
exhausts. Free movement and return to precise stop position of racks and 
regulation linkage are to be carefully checked.

VII. FUEL PURITY

After dealing with injection pumps, it is absolutely necessary to 
be certain of the permanent purity of fuel oil. As small solid particles in 
the fuel may generate seizings of injection pumps plungers, one has to be 
very careful about fuel purity and filtration.

Concerning the purification of the fuel-oil, we think it would be 
very helpful to centrifugate it when it is in storage tanks. A centrifugal 
separator can eliminate most of the impurities and contribute largely to 
maintain purity of the fuel.

A common mode of complete failure was indeed caused by a fuel 
delivery from a contaminated tanker lorry. This event gives a lot to think 
about, as a serious warning. The tanker lorry was filled with fuel oil 
without being cleaned from its previous content which was formic acid. The 
chemical reaction in the mixture gave thick coagulations in the fuel inside 
the feeding line.

It is easy to imagine that such a contaminated lorry may deliver 
half of this content to fill up the storage tank of the first diesel unit and 
deliver the rest in the second unit storage tank with all the consequences 
involved. Since this warning each delivery has to undergo preliminary con
trols and it is forbiden to share any lorry content between two different 
unit storages.

It may appear trivial to add that the cleanliness of any part of 
the fuel circuit between the last fine filter and the injection pumps must be 
perfect. Still closer examinations after troubles have shown that weldings 
and brazings in fuel pipes must be carefully scoured. First flow of fuel 
through the feeding line has to be drained for a long time and samples have 
to be taken for tests.
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VIII. PIPING FAILURES

Following several failures occurring on pipes (e.g : oil, cooling 
water, lubricating oil), different improvements have been designed and are in 
progress.

Clamps on pipes sections making junction beetween parts fastened to 
the motor and parts fixed on the building concrete structures are particulars 
targets for improvements. Measurements of pipes vibrations in correlation 
with motor's vibrations are also under way.

Conclusion

Informations gathered from commissioning tests of six 1300 MW 
reactors gave opportunities for improvements on diesel units and other sys
tems. New tests, now underway give possibilities to check these modifications 
and to look after any other undetected deficiencies.
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